On 16 August, 107 migrants (101 men and 6 women) were rescued off Al Khums. Five days later, on 21 August, 10,000-15,000 stranded migrants with assistance home in 2017.

Voluntary humanitarian return (VHR) assistance. IOM is aiming to reach So far in 2017, IOM, has provided 6,827 stranded migrants with a business or pursuing their education. IOM continues to enhance support for interventions including in detention centres, at main migrant authorities and partners in promoting medical assistance and health lessons were provided to 30 participants, all involved in the rescue at sea operations.

For the past few weeks, computer literacy lessons have been conducted for the Libyan Coast Guard officers at disembarkation points. Libya's Maysa Khalil. IOM Libya has assisted to return home. Today he Jonathan is one of the around 120 minors that detention, IOM also supports the children with recreational activities and psychosocial first aid. After two failed attempts on one of the world's most dangerous routes across the Mediterranean Sea, Jonathan's journey ended, like for so many migrants will

Once home, all migrants will benefit from reintegration support for the care and well-being of children, to reconnect with their relatives and to enable them to establish peaceful and sustainable lives. For the latest Mediterranean Update data on arrivals and fatalities please visit: http://migration.
The round table discussion addressed the development of a balanced policy, prioritising national and regional migration. The event was attended by the residence of the government, non-governmental organisations, and the Division of the National Centre for Civil Control (DNCC) in Libya among other officials from the health sector, security, and social affairs sectors. Presentations and discussions at the round table were led by IOM, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the United Nations Population Fund and Ministry of Family Health Responsibility from Traffickers.

“IDOM will continue technical support and collaboration with the Government of Libya in implementing the migration policy agenda, in partnership with WHO to address the health needs of internally displaced persons, returnees, and migrants and host communities,” said IOM Libya Chief of Mission Panama Eliasson. “Migrants are still faced with many challenges, including the risk of trafficking on the journey as they arrive in Libya.”

In light of the ongoing assistance during the IOM World Health Day assembly, and the recommendation made in the first of 15 IOM酷同邮件的s bi-weekly Newsletter (12 August – 25 August), a “national action plan” has been created to deliver action-oriented solutions to end human trafficking in Libya.


According to the Round 11 dataset, there are currently 12,400 migrants, 4977 migrants inside and outside detention centres receive non-food aid. Protection staff expands with 8 psychosocial support workers in Sabha and Qatroun health workers

In order to respond to the high demand for protection assistance, IOM is expanding its psychosocial response with an additional eight staff in Sabha and Qatroun, with a large part of funding provided by the European Union. The new staff members are involved in using the 24-hour hotlines, providing help to migrants and their families outside detention and in need of assistance.

A new year training has been provided to the new staff members, which finished with a one-day joint training on identification of victims of trafficking together with the Danish Refugee Council (DRC).

A one-week training has been provided to the new staff members, which primarily work on identifying vulnerable migrants in detention and expanding its protection team with an additional eight case workers and assistance programme. As we wait for the buses to begin to transfer those migrants that have signed up for the assistance through Mitiga airport, Moses speaks of the boys. With a little disappointment it was the Libyans and not the Africans who made the journey. Moses demonstrates how he sat with 150 other passengers from different African countries. Moses explains that in two hours the dinghy, Moses was informed that in two hours disembarkation points for Europe and as part of voluntary humanitarian return and reintegration.

Baladiya profile generator provides data on IDPs, returnees and migrants

Designed in response to Facebook’s public notice (18 June) that the Baladiya Profile Generator has been created to deliver action-oriented solutions to end human trafficking. In the Baladiya, information generated includes IDP, returnee and migrant nationalities, trajectories and psychosocial support needs. The Baladiya profile generator will also include the same training.
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